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Demand creation activities
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School sanitation - 40 schools
with approximately 8,000 school
children will have improved toilets,
hand washing facilities with
soap, and facilities for menstrual
hygiene management.
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Project
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WASH governance
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Sustainable sanitation &
hygiene for all
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an understanding of behaviour

strategy and guidelines in local
planning at provincial, district,
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It will also support cross-
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Specific
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cultural context

Hygiene
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change
communication

Hygiene promotion starts from

Ru

collaboration by encouraging
implementation and alignment of
the different sanitation efforts
within regular planning cycles
and by integrating performance
based incentives.

To build local government

and, where necessary, assist

capacity SNV will focus on

to define areas for modification

transparency, inclusive decision

or improvement.

making and influence of

SNV Indonesia
SNV is an international not-forprofit development organisation.
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Learning and sharing activities

Founded in the Netherlands nearly

budgeting and monitoring
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50 years ago, we have built a long-

processes. We will also promote
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term, local presence in 38 of the

the development of pro-poor

the STBM approach of local

poorest countries in Asia, Africa

inclusive service delivery models.

context and address emerging

and Latin America. Our global
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5. Performance monitoring,
learning and sharing
information

capacity building approach to

advisors work with local partners

STBM scaling, and will actively
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share lessons learned with the

and organisations with the tools,
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Performance monitoring is

sanitation partner group.

need to increase their incomes

an essential part of a full

For the learning activities we

and gain access to basic services

learning cycle. This initiative

intend to develop a joint agenda

- empowering them to break the
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with other organisations working

cycle of poverty and guide their

monitoring to establish the

in rural sanitation, such as SHAW,

own development.

level of access to improved

Plan and UNICEF.

sanitation and hygiene, as well

SNV officially opened its office

the performance and capacity of

doors in Indonesia in 2013.

different stakeholders in service

We work in close partnership

delivery. A baseline survey will

with the Ministry of Home Affairs

be conducted and discussed

across three main sectors in

with partners to inform and

Indonesia: water and sanitation,

assist the project design. Annual

renewable energy and agriculture,

monitoring will assess progress

as well as the crosscutting issue of

and provide valuable insight for

climate change.

discussion with local partners
Our philosophy is to partner with
local organisations and employ
local people, believing that lasting
change to the lives of the poor has
to start with the people who live
and work here.
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